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Omvang fonds

Waarde begin van de periode €116,497,118

Waarde eind van de periode €112,019,636

Eerste Kwartaal 2021

Rendement

% Kwartaal Jaar tot op 
heden

3-Jaars
Ann.

5-Jaars
Ann.

10-Jaars
Ann.

Fonds -0.2% -0.2% -0.6% -0.5% -0.2%

Benchmark -0.2% -0.2% -0.5% -0.5% -0.1%

Outlook

Europe’s relatively slow vaccine rollout and
relatively smaller fiscal stimulus mean it continues
to lag the United States in terms of economic
performance As of mid March, less than 10 of the
population in France, Germany, Italy and Spain
had received at least one dose of vaccine This
compares to nearly 25 in the United States (US)
and 40 in the United Kingdom (UK).

Investment Review

The Fund outperformed its benchmark over the quarter.

Market Overview

The Covid 19 pandemic has accelerated structural trends including an increased
focus on sustainability, heightened attention on underappreciated sustainability
related risks and supply chain resilience.

An increasing political, regulatory and societal focus on sustainability across
developed markets means that the shift toward sustainable assets looks set to
power ahead. The acceleration in sustainable fund flows has taken place in a
dynamic market environment, from last year’s Covid 19 induced economic shock
and subsequent market recovery, through an economic restart that is now boosting
cyclical assets, such as value exposures. The persistence of the inflows shows that
we are likely in the early stages of a shift in investor preferences toward sustainable
assets, the full effects of which are likely not yet reflected in market prices.

The policy response to the Covid 19 shock has sparked an unprecedented
peacetime increase in sovereign debt levels to new record highs as of March 2021.
Even more is likely to be on the way in coming years. The cumulative activity
shortfall in the U S and Europe is estimated to be a fraction less than a quarter of
the GFC. Yet the discretionary fiscal response in both regions is now a multiple of
the response then more than four times.

The fiscal policy outlook is very consequential for investors. Our view is that the low
interest rate regime is here to stay. This is the core justification for current asset
valuations and strategic asset allocations. But whether it persists will depend
crucially on the interplay between interest rates, inflation and debt. A big driver of
this low long term rate regime has been increased demand for safe heaven assets,
like government bonds, due to heightened uncertainty and risk aversion.

For now, we think the low long term real interest rate regime continues as the
dominant narrative, and it is difficult to know when sentiment will shift. This would
change if long term real rates were to show a sustained return to their historical
sensitivity to higher inflation.

The ECB used their March meeting to announce that they would be ramping up the
pace of PEPP purchases based on an assessment of financing conditions and the
inflation outlook. Financing conditions had tightened significantly since the start of
the year whilst the ECB continue to see inflation only at 1 4 in 2023. Whilst long end
rates have sold off slightly since this has been much more muted than the moves
seen earlier in the year.

With the rates sell off tempered, and heading towards the quarter end, we saw far
smaller outflows from the fund .With AUM stabilising we took the opportunity to
extend duration back towards 50 days, whilst also rotating towards government and
Sovereign, Supranational and Agency (SSAs). This rotation was both tactical, to
reduce our reliance on repo that would likely richen over quarter end, but also
strategic, as increased purchases from the ECB, and the settlement of the TLTRO
should lead to a broader richening in government paper.

Looking forward, with Europe lagging behind the UK and USA in both vaccine
rollouts and return to normality, we remain extremely cautious. Liquidity continues to
be the driving focus and we continue to target weekly liquidity of around 50 whilst
targeting a WAM of around 50 days.
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